Get What You Need... & A Whole Lot More From Lumex®, The Most Trusted Name In Walking Aids.

GF 3-Wheel Cruiser
Item 609201

The GF 3-Wheel Cruiser is designed to provide convenient mobility for those individuals who do not require a seat or the additional stability of a four-wheel rollator. This new lightweight aluminum walking aid allows the user to have more freedom in movement to perform daily activities.

- Lightweight aluminum frame - weighs only 10.5 lbs
- Ergonomic hand grips with locking loop brakes
- Adjustable handle height for broad range of users
- 8" black wheels for indoor and outdoor use
- Comes complete with zippered carry pouch
- 250 lb maximum weight capacity EVENLY DISTRIBUTED
- Available in 3 new attractive colors: Pewter Metallic, Metallic Burgundy and Bondi Blue
- Designed to meet the requirements of HCPCS code E0143

Sure-Gait®II Three Wheeled Steel Rollator
Item 609101A

As a steel frame, three wheel rollator, the Sure-Gait II provides maximum maneuverability and comfort for those who do not require the extra stability of a four wheel rollator.

- Chrome-plated steel frame
- Adjustable handle height
- Easy one handed folding design
- Locking loop brakes
- Solid, puncture resistant 8" wheels for indoor and outdoor use
- Carry pouch included
- 300 lb maximum weight capacity EVENLY DISTRIBUTED
- Designed to meet the requirements of HCPCS code E0143

Hybrid Rollator Transport Chair
Item LX1000

An innovative rollator that combines the function of a wheeled walker and a transport chair into one lightweight design

- Lightweight frame – durable, aluminum frame weighs only 22 lbs (this includes footrests) making it easier for users to move about freely
- Hybrid concept – designed to be used primarily as a rollator while easily transforming into a transport chair with removable footrests (adjustable in length) when user needs a short rest
- Ultra-Compact design – tool-free assembly and folds effortlessly for convenient transport and storage
- Easy-to-use handbrakes – allow for short and longer period braking when used as rollator and transport chair
- Flexible, soft polyester backrest
- 18" wide mesh seat with pull up strap for easy folding
- Large 8" wheels for easy rolling on most surfaces
- Complete with storage pouch for personal items
- Available in attractive, contemporary colors: Titanium and Majestic Blue
- Designed to meet the requirements of HCPCS code E0143 & E0156

Information contained herein is subject to change. The most current and complete product information can be found on our website.
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The Lumex Walkabout™ Four-Wheel Rollators provide the ideal combination of comfort, appeal, and affordability. The Walkabout series offers both high quality and a variety of options to meet the needs of a wide spectrum of patients. No two patients are alike, so let Lumex, with our complete line of rollators, help put their lives back in motion.

**Walkabout™ Imperial Bariatric**
Item RJ4405
The Walkabout Imperial rollator is designed for the bariatric user, featuring a 20"-wide padded seat and offers a 450 lb maximum weight capacity EVENLY DISTRIBUTED. It also features heavy-duty 8" wheels that are ideal for both indoor and outdoor use. Offered in both standard and ConTour options.

**Walkabout™ Deluxe ConTour** Item RJ4805
The Walkabout Deluxe ConTour rollators offer the same benefits as the Walkabout Lite rollator, while featuring a contoured backrest and heavy-duty 8" wheels that are ideal for both indoor and outdoor use. Also available is an add on adjustable backrest (RJ4805-ABAR) that allows the user to adjust the backrest for ideal positioning.

**Walkabout™ Lite** Item RJ4300
Our most popular item weighs only 14.5 lbs and is offered in various attractive colors: teal green, burgundy, pink, royal blue, aqua, lavender, champagne, and black. Each has 6" wheels and has a 300 lb. maximum weight capacity EVENLY DISTRIBUTED. The walkabout lite folds effortlessly with folding strap for convenient transport and storage.

**Walkabout™ Imperial Bariatric** Items RJ4400, RJ4405
The Walkabout Imperial rollator is designed for the bariatric user, featuring a 20"-wide padded seat and offers a 450 lb maximum weight capacity EVENLY DISTRIBUTED. It also features heavy-duty 8" wheels that are ideal for both indoor and outdoor use. Offered in both standard and ConTour options.

**Walkabout™ Wide** Item RJ4318
Designed for the user who is "in between sizes" of a standard or bariatric rollator, this Walkabout Wide offers more room and added comfort. The wider frame features an 18.5" wide opening in between the handgrips, a 15.5" wide padded seat and a 350 lb maximum weight capacity EVENLY DISTRIBUTED.

**Walkabout™ Lite Hemi** Items RJ4302, RJ44002
This Hemi rollator offers the same benefits as the Walkabout Lite rollator yet is designed with a lower seat to floor height to accommodate shorter individuals. 6" wheels are available on this item. An Imperial Bariatric Hemi is also available (RJ4402R) to support a 450 lb. maximum weight capacity EVENLY DISTRIBUTED.

**Walkabout™ Junior** Item RJ4301
This lightweight Walkabout Junior rollator is ideal for the petite or junior user. It is designed with a smaller frame, weighs only 12.5 lbs and has 6" wheels.